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On Stratified Flow over Bottom Topography' 

S. J. Jacobs2 

Pierce Hall, 
Harvard University 

ABSTRACT 

A r otating stratified fluid is bounded above by a horizontal plane and below by bottom 
topography in the form of a long ridge on a horizontal plane. Far upstream of the topog -
raphy, the flow in the main body of the fluid is uniform and barotropic and is directed at 
right angles to the depth contours. The equations of motion are transformed so that tem-
perature appears as an independent variable. 

For flow over a ridge of small topographic height, it is shown that the lee waves are of 
negligibly small amplitude when the Rossby number is small. If the terms giving ri se to these 
waves are neglected, the governing equations in (x,y, T) coordinates are linear and can be 
used to study the flow over finite amplitude topography. The equations become linear only 
for the special case of a uniform upstream current, but the boundary conditions are simplified 
by the use of temperature coordinates in all cases in which the upstream current is barotropic. 

A strong component of flow along the ridge is found irrespective of the degree of strati-
fication. Stratification increases this component near the bottom of the fluid on the lee side 
of the ridge and decreases it on the upstream side, and for sufficiently strong stratification, 
the deep fl ow along the ridge upstream of the ridge crest is opposite in direction to that on 
the lee side of the crest. Topographic effects are not confined to a region near the bottom and 
are felt throughout the entire depth of the fluid . 

1. Introduction. Interest in the effect of bottom topography on ocean cur-
rents has been revived recently by Greenspan's work ( 1963) on inertial bound-
ary layers and by Warren's (1963) successful attempt to explain the meandering 
of the Gulf Stream as a topographic effect. Both of these studies as well as the 
relevant laboratory experiments (e.g. Long 1952, Phillips 1963) have been 
concerned with homogenous fluids only. 

It is the purpose of the present paper to investigate the effect of density 
stratification on flow over bottom topography. This is accomplished through 
consideration of an idealized problem. A steady current, uniform and barotropic 
far upstream, is forced to flow over bottom topography in a rotating stratified 
fluid bounded above by a plane and below by the bottom topography. The 
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problem is simil ar to that considered by Queney ( I 94 7) in his study of atmos-
pheri c lee waves, except that in the present case the Rossby number is taken 
to be small and the fluid is of finit e rather than infinit e depth. 

It is assumed throughout that fri cti onal effects can be neglected in the main 
body of the fluid. A fter transforming to (x ,y, T) coordinates to make the 
boundari es coordinate surfaces, a linearizati on about the upstream conditions 
is employed to find the consequences of approximati ons made by Robinson 
( 1 960) in his treatment of the problem. It is found that the only effects of 
these approximati ons is to omit internal waves that are of very small amplitude 
and scale for low Rossby number. The Robinson model is judged to be a valid 
approximati on for small Rossby number and is used to study the Row over an 
infinit ely long finit e amplitude ridge. 

As expected, the solution indicates a large component of Row along the 
ridge in the absence of density stratificati on. The effect of strat ifi cati on is to 
increase the component of Row along the ridge near the bottom and to de-
crease it near the upper boundary of the fluid on the lee side of the ridge crest. 
An opposite effect is found on the upstream side of the crest. For the range of 
parameters in which the model is valid, topographic effects are felt throughout 
the entire depth of fluid . 

2. Formulation. W e consider here a steady, density-stratifi ed Row, associated 
with a hori zontal pressure gradient, in a fluid rotating about a verti cal axis 
with constant angular velocity, Q . The fluid is of infinit e horizontal extent 
but is bounded vertically. With the positi on vector denoted by r = (x , y , z), 
the upper boundary of the fluid is the plane z = H , and the lower boundary 
is the surface z = b(x,y), where the horizontal scale of b(x,y) is the length, L. 
In an inviscid theory, the upper boundary can be either a ri gid plane or, for 
small Froude number, a free surface. 

It is assumed that the Boussinesq approximati on is valid and that fri cti onal 
effects are confined to thin boundary layers near z =H and z = b. Then the 
equati ons of moti on in the main body of the fluid are 

..,,_ ..,,_ ,-, · ..,,_ y · I 
q . 'v q + 2 ~& k x q - ag k + - 'v p = o, 

(! 

'v·q= o , 

(2. I) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where qis the velocity, T the temperature departure from some mean temper-
ature, ? the pressure depart~re from hydrostati c, (! the mean density, a the 
coeffi c1e:1t of thermal expansion, and g the accelerat ion due to gravity. At the 
boundari es of the system the normal component of q..,,_ vanishes and at x = - oo ..,,_ . ) 

where b = o , q = ci and T = To(z), where To(H ) =LI T and T 0 (0) = o. 
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We thus restrict our attention to flows that are uniform and barotropic far 
upstream of the bottom topography. 

i 
H 

C----+ 
z 

7' y 
~ -z = b(x,y) 

X 

Figure r. Configuration. 

It is convenient now to introduce nondimensional variables. With q = (u, 
v, w), let 

(x,y,z) = (Lx*,Ly*,Hz*); (u,v,LH-1w)=cq* = c(u*,v*,w*); 

p = (2 fJec L) p*; T =(LIT) T*; b(x,y) = Bb*(x*,y*); 

here B is the dimensional amplitude of the topography, and the maximum 
amplitude of b* is of order unity. The nondimensional parameters that arise 
are: 

s = c/(2 Q L) the dynamical Rossby number 
the thermal Rossby number r = ag(LI T) H/(2 Q L) 2 

J. = L/H 
h = B/H 

the horizontal-to-vertical scale ratio 
the relative topographic height 

Dropping the asterisks on the nondimensional variables, we obtain the non-
dimensional equations 

sq-tJu-v+px = o, 

sq-tJv+u+p_y = o, 

s rT 
;.zq·tJw---; +Pz = o, 

'i/ · q = o, 

q-'i/T= o, 

which are to be solved subject to the conditions 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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w = h (ubx + vby) at z = hb (x,y) 

W = 0 at Z = I, 
and 

(u,v,w) = (1,0,0), T = To(z), 
at X = - oo . 

It is customary to solve problems of the present type by linearizing about 
the upstream conditions and applying the lower boundary condition at the 
plane z = o. This method is the lowest-order theory of a formal perturbation 
expansion in h, and it might be thought that flow over finite amplitude topog-
raphy can be treated by carrying the theory to higher order. However, con-
sideration of frictional effects shows that a perturbation expansion in h does 
not converge unless h is smaller than the nondimensional, frictional, boundary-
layer thickness (Jacobs 1963). If the problem is worked in the (x,y, z) co-
ordinates, the lower boundary condition must be applied at the exact location 
of the lower boundary if the finite amplitude problem is to be solved. In practice 
such a procedure would be unworkable even for the simplest bottom profiles. 
The alternative is to seek a coordinate system in which the boundaries are 
coordinate surfaces. 

Such a coordinate system exists in the present problem. As T is constant on 
streamlines and as the boundaries are at constant temperature far upstream 
of the topography, the boundaries are isothermal surfaces in all regions con-
taining streamlines that originate at x = - oo . Therefore, in such regions the 
use of (x,y, T) coordinates reduces the problem to one in which the upper 
boundary is the coordinate surface T = 1 and the lower boundary the surface 
T = o. The use of T as a coordinate and of z as a dependent variable is per-
missible provided that T., does not vanish anywhere in the fluid. 

For working in (x,y, T) coordinates, it is convenient to define the hori-
zontal velocity 

q = iu + jv 
and the gradient 

f) f) 
'iJ = t- + J -fJx fJy, 

where the derivatives in the last equation and in subsequent equations are taken 
in the (x,y, T) system. Using these definitions, we can write the equations 
of motion in the new coordinate system as 

e - - i I 
- q·'ilw- - T + - p =0 
A,2 e ZT T ' ( 2. IO) 
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~ ~ 
zT V • q + wT = qT. Vz, 

w = q·Vz. 

227 

(2.11) 

( 2. I 2) 

Elimination of w between ( 2. I I) and ( 2. I 2) yields the combined continuity 
equation 

\J · (qzT) = O, (2.13) 

and elimination of PT between (2.9) and (2.10) yields 

~E+I'kxq=o, 
where 

E = p + ½ s(u2 + v2 + w 2 j)..2 ) - ! Tz 
e 

denotes the head, and 
- ~ e - -r = 1 + ek . v x q + ;,. 

2 
k . cv w xv z) 

(2.14) 

( 2. I 5) 

( 2. I 6) 

is a vorticity term. By taking the scalar product of q and ( 2. I 4) we obtain 
Bernouilli's law, 

q·VE = o. (2.17) 

Of more importance here is the law of conservation of potential vorticity, 

( 2. I 8) 

obtained by taking the curl of (2.14) and substituting into (2.13). The form 
for the potential vorticity given here is an exact result. If we take the limit 
A = oo , which is equivalent to assuming hydrostatic balance, we obtain an 
approximate form for the potential vorticity equivalent to that found by Starr 
( 1945). 

Far upstream, I' = I and z is a function of T only, say zo (T). Therefore, 

( 2.19) 

on all streamlines that originate at x = - oo. W e now return to the momentum 
equation and eliminate p to obtain 

which completes the formulation. 
As will be seen subsequently, for small Rossby number the nonlinearities 

may be neglected in the equations written in (x,y, T) coordinates, but not in 
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the equations written in (x,y, z) coordinates. This is a direct consequence of 
the particularly simple form of the upstream current and of the fact that the 
Coriolis parameter is taken to be constant. For a horizontally sheared upstream 
current or for a nonconstant Coriolis parameter, ( 2. 1 9) becomes 

I'/zT = f(P, T), 

where 1P is defined by 

and where the function f is determined by the upstream conditions and in 
general is nonlinear in 1P. Nevertheless, the use of ( x, y, T) coordinates re-
mains advantageous, since the boundary conditions are simplified to 

z(x,y, 1) = 1, z(x,y, o) = hb(x,y) 

for all cases in which the upstream conditions are barotropic. If, on the other 
hand, there is a vertical shear in the upstream current associated with a hori-
zontal temperature gradient, the boundaries need not be isotherms, and the 
domain of the problem written in temperature coordinates is unknown. 
Whether the transformation to the ( x, y, T) coordinates is advantageous in 
such a case is a moot point. 

3. Analysis. When b = b(x), corresponding to flow over a long ridge, y is 
an ignorable coordinate and the equations simplify markedly. The last term 
drops out in the expression for I' ( 2. 16) because the gradients of w and z are 
parallel, and ( 2. 20) becomes 

(3.1) 

The continuity equation (2.14) integrates immediately to 

(3.2) 

upon use of the upstream conditions, and w is given in terms of z by 

(3.3) 

Substitution of (3.2) and (3.3) into (2.20) yields, after some manipulation, 

-rzx + l':VT = ).2 < ____Q_____:1' _ __ x + ;_2 _ , e2 {z (z' z ) (z' z ) 1 ( ' ) } 

ZT ZT T ZT x ZT ZT T x 
(3.4) 

and elimination of v between (3. 1) and (3.4) yields the basic equation of the 
two-dimensional problem, 
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(3.5) 

In Robinson's ( 1 960) treatment of the problem, a different quasi-Lagrangian 
coordinate system was used and the convective accelerations in the x and z 
momentum equations were neglected, the resultant equation for z being 
equivalent to (3.5), with zero on the right-hand side. Under these approxima-
tions, no lee waves are present. In order to discuss these waves we retain the 
terms absent in Robinson's formulation and treat them by linearization about 
the upstream condition. In this linearization no perturbation of the boundary 
is involved. 

We must first specify the upstream stratification. The simplest case to 
consider is that of a linear temperature profile far upstream of the topography, 
zo (T) = T. Then, letting 

z = T + h<p(x,y), (3.6) 

substituting into (3.5), and neglecting squares of h, we obtain 

(3.7) 

to be solved subject to 

<p(- oo, T) = o, <p(x, o) = b(x), <p(x, 1) = o. 

To solve (3.7), we take a Fourier transform of the form 

00 

(3.8) 

- 00 

and obtain 

(3.9) 

together with the boundary conditions 

qi(~,o) = b(~),<p(~, 1) = o. 

Inserting the solution of (3.9) into the inversion formula for the Fourier 
transform, we obtain 

00 

(x T) = _ 1 \JJ(~)sinh~(r -T)F(~)]/~xd~, 
<p ' 2:n:.) smh[F(~)J 

(3.10) 
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(}.2-r _ 82~2)'/2 
F(~) = -A I - 82~ 2 • 

[22,3 

For -r ) (n 8)2 , the integrand has an infinit e number of poles on the real 
positive axis between = 1 /8 and = (A -r½)/8, and it has a similar series of 
poles for real negative ~. For smaller -r, the poles are closer to the origin, the 
closest occurring at = ± (nA/8)½. The location of these singularities is im-
portant because their contribution to the integral in (3.1 o) are the lee waves. 
The horizontal scale of the waves is extremely small, of order 8, and the 
amplitude of the waves is of order b(1 /8) . As b(~) decreases with l~I if b(x) is 
a smooth function of x tending to zero as Ix ro , the amplitude of the waves 
is also very small. Therefore we are justifi ed in neglecting (8 ~)2 in the ex-
pression for F(~) and approximating <p by 

(x T) = _1 (,;(~/inh~~v'[r)(1-T)J/~xd~, 
<p' 2:nJ smh[~v'(-r)J 

an approximati on that omits the small-amplitude lee waves. Then (3.11) is 
simply the solution of the linearized equation (3. 7 ), with the terms multipli ed 
by 82 neglected. 

The object of this calculation is to show that the major effect of neglecting 
the terms multiplied by 8 2 in the linearized version of (3.5) is to omit internal 
waves of small scale and amplitude. Though it is possible that nonlinear inter-
actions amplify the small-scale disturbances, it seems highly unlikely that the 
topography would give rise to finit e amplitude disturbances of such smaller 
length scale. We therefore assert that over most of the range of x the value of 
<p given by (3. 11) is a good approximation to the solution and that the Robinson 
model is a valid approximation when 8 ( 1 . 

The equations of the model for the case z0 (T) = T, 

(3. I 2) 

(3. i 3) 

yield some important results without extensive manipulation. Integrating 
(3.12) from T = o to T = 1, we get 

I 

a c I c h 
ox J v(x, T)dx = e /zT - 1) dT = - e b(x) 

0 - 00 

upon use of the boundary conditions on z. Thus 
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X 

\ v(x, T)dT = - !!_ \ b(x)dx , 
,) C .) 

(3. I 5) 

0 

where the condition that v vanishes at x = - oo has been imposed. Besides 
serving as a check on the work, this equati on shows that v is nonzero at 
x = + oo unless b(x) is odd, i.e. the streamlines are permanently defl ected by 
the topography. Since 

00 

z = T + h<p = T + h - r \]; msinh_[;yfr)( r - T)J /~xd; (3.16) 
2nJ smh[;y(r)J ' 

- 00 

and since the integral tends to zero as Ix oo , zx and hence V T vanish at x = 

+ oo . Therefore, oo 

v( + oo, T) = -(h/c:) b(x)dx , 

and the stratificati on is not felt far downstream. Suppose now that b(x) is even 
in x . Then b(;) is an even function of; and z is an even function of x , by eq. 
(3.16 ). Hence zx vanishes at x = o and, from (3.13), V T also vanishes at x = o . 
Therefore, oo 

v(o, T) = - (h/u) b(x)dx (3. I 8) 

0 

and is also independent of the degree of stratificati on. The topographic effects 
are felt throughout the entire depth of fluid even in the case of strong strati-
fication. 

When the stratifi cati on parameter is small, expli cit forms for the quantiti es 
of interest can be obtained by expanding the integrand of (3. I 6) in powers 
of r . The result is 

z = T + h(r - T)b(x) + ( r /6)-rT(r - T) (2 - T) b"(x) +. .. (3.19) 
and X 

v = - (h/c:) b(x)dx + (hr/6c:) (3 T2- 6 T + 2)b' (x) + .. . . (3.20) 
- 00 

In the limitin g case, r = o , the velocity components confo rm with the results 
of homogeneous shallow-water theory and are given by 

X 

u = r/D (x), v = -(h/c:)~ b(x)dx , w = [(1 -z)hb'] /D2 (x), 

- 00 

where 
D(x) = r - hb(x) 

is the nondimensional fluid depth. 

(3.21) 
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For treatment of the more interesting large-stratification case, we replace 
the function 

G,(;) = ; /[sinh (;il r)] 

wherever it appears in the Fourier inversion formula by 

where c and d are constants, d being greater than unity. This procedure is 
employed to avoid the necessity of summing slowly convergent series that 
would arise if the function G1 (;) were retained; G2 (;) has the same behavior 
as G1 (;) as I; o and as I; co , and the constants c and dare picked to make 
the integrals from ; = - co to + co of (Gr - G2) and I; I (G, - G2 ) vanish. 
With these values of c and d, c = - 0.4 and d = 1 .6, G2 is a remarkably 
good approximation to Gr, the maximum error being less that 1 °/ 0 • 

The most convenient bottom profile to consider when this method is used 
is b(x) = 1/(1 +x2

), with transform b(;) =n exp(- [; [). For this choice of 
b(x), the expressions for z and v are 

C sinh [;yi( 1 - T) 
z = T + h.) e- sinh [; y r] cos ;x d; (3.22) 

and 0 

v = _ hn _ hyrfe_~cosh_[;-{r(1 - T)]sin;xd; 
2c e .) smh [;yr] ' (3.23) 

0 

where (3. 1 8) has been used in carrying out the integration to get the expression 
for v . Replacing Gr with G2 and carrying out the integration, we obtain 

and 

T h{ I +yiT I + -{r( 2 - T) } 
z = + x2 + (1 + yrT)2 - x2 + [1 + yr(2- T)] 2 

h I x2 + [1 + y r(2.6 - T)J 2 

+ 4 y i
0
g x 2 (1 + y r(.6 + T)J> 

- .2h{ I + ,/ i(.6 + T) - I + yi(2.6-T) } 
x2 +[1+yr(.6+ T)J2 x2 + [1 + y r(2.6 - T)J2 • 

V = - :: - :I', { tan- I I + y r~6 + T) + tan- I I + v.(:.6-r} 
h{ i:x{ I 1 } 

- - e- x2 +(1 + y rT)2 + x2 + [1 + i/r(2 - T)J2 

+ .2 h{ i:x{ 1 + 1 } 

e x
2 + [1 +yr(.6 + T)] 2 x2 + [1 +yr(2.6 - T)J2 ' 

where the principal value of the inverse tangents is to be used. 

(3.25) 
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Fig. 2 illu strates one aspect 
of the soluti on, the pinching of 
isotherms over the crest of the 
ridge. Since the transport be-
tween any two isotherms is the 
same everywhere in the fluid, 
the density stratification tends 
to increase u over the ridge 
crest. This is shown in Fig. 3, 
in which u(x, o) is plotted for 
T = 9 and for T = o. For a 
fixed value of h, ii increases 
with increasing T and the 
model eventually breaks down. 
The velocity in the x direction 
is 1 / zT, and ZT (o, o), as cal-
culated from (3.24), becomes 
( 1 - h y'r) in the limit of large 
T. unless h yr < I ' the model 
is invalid, because contributions 
from the neglected convective 
accelerations become impor-
tant. This restriction on the 
model was also pointed out by 
Robinson. 

1.0 T:: 1.0 

o.e o.a 

0.6 o.6 

o.4 o.4 

0 . 2 0.2 

.. = 0 0 
x:O l 2 3 

Figure 2. Isotherms fo r flow over a long ridge; T = 9, 
I,= 0.25. 

u(x,0) 

5 

4 

3 

2 

T: 9 
l 

T: 0 

0 
0 l 2 3· X 

Figure 3. u (x , o) for flow over a long ri dge; I,= 0 .25. 

Perhaps the most interesting effect is the thermal wind found in the strat-
ified case. In the absence of stratification, the deflection of the current is to 
the right when the rotation of the fluid is counterclockwise, as it is here. 
Comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 shows that upstream of the ridge crest the thermal 
wind adds to this deflection near the upper boundary and opposes it near the 
bottom. In fact, there is a region of leftward deflection between the v = o 
isoline and the bottom. The situation is reversed on the downslope, where the 
thermal wind adds to the rightward deflection near the bottom and opposes it 
near the top. The R uid between the v = - ( h n/c) isoline and the bottom has 
greater velocity in the negative y direction than the fluid far downstream of 
the topography. 

An important feature of the solution, which was mentioned earlier, is the 
fact that the induced component of Row in they direction is not confined to 
a region near the bottom. Because the boundaries are held at constant temper-
ature, the isotherms have zero slope over the crest of the ridge and at !xi= oo, 
and vz vanishes where the isotherms are horizontal. If the upstream Row were 
sheared vertically, the boundaries would not have constant temperature, 
isotherms could intersect the boundaries, and the slope of the isotherms would 
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1.0 ~~--- ~--~--.---- -~~ ~ 

o.e 

o.6 

o.4 

0.2 

z : 0 
- 3 

- 0.52 - 1 . 05 - 1 . 57 - 2,09 - 2.62 

- 2 - 1 x:: 0 l 2 3 

Figure 4 . ! sali nes of v fo r strat ifi ed fl ow over a long 
r idge; • = 9 , h = o. 2 5 . 

1.0 ~~---~-----,---.--- - -,----, 

o.e - 0 .42 - 0.79 - 1.57 - 2,36 + ,.,- 2.12 

o. 6 

o.4 

0.2 

z :ol::::::::::'.:::J=._ _ _L __ _L __ .1._ _ _Jt.____::::::i 

- 3 - 2 - 1 X : 0 l 2 3 

Figure 5. Isolines of v fo r nonst ratified fl ow over a long 
ridge; h = 0.2 5. 

all ow v to vary with z . It seems 
necessary for the upstream Row 
to be baroclinic for topographic 
effects to be confi ned to a region 
near the bottom. 

4 . Concluding Remarks. The 
major limitation on the applica-
ti on of the theory to laboratory 
experiments is the neglect of the 
influence of side wall s. These 
would surely be important in the 
case of Row over a ri dge. The 
qualitative aspects of the theoret-
ical solution that should not be 
affected greatly by side wall s are 
the large increase in the compo-
nent of velocity in the directi on 
of the upstream current due to 
the crowding together of iso-
therms over the topography and 
the effect of strat ificati on on the 
component of velocity transverse 
to the upstream current direc-
ti on. 

The methods employed here can readil y be extended to the study of oceanic 
Row s. For example, Warren's ( 1963) study of Gulf Stream meanders, which 
involves a realistic model of upstream conditions but excludes baroclini c effects, 
could be reworked in the framework of the present theory to take account 
of density stratification. If the upstream current is sheared horizontall y or if 
the variabilit y of the Corioli s parameter is taken into account, the equati ons 
of moti on in (x, y , T) coordinates will in general be nonli near, but the bound-
ary conditions are unchanged if the upstream current is barotropic. The more 
interesting case of baroclinic upstream conditi ons is more compli cated, and 
further study is needed. 
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